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An Introduction...

T

by Rebecca Vaudreuil

o write an introduction about our trip to East
Africa is to paint a picture of experiences, feelings, and relationships. It is not possible for
one to adequately describe the magic we felt, the music
we shared, or the strong bonds that were forged dur“The young people
ing this trip. Please acknowledge this introduction as
whose hearts you
insight of the processes that occurred to make this trip
happen, and a slight look into our time in Kenya. The touched will never
forget you or the
following report, complete with pictures, creative writing pieces, and music will interactively describe the time experience. It does
spent in Kenya. Also, for more writings and photo- not matter that you
graphs from our time in Kenya, please visit our blog at are not there now;
http://musictherapyinafrica.wordpress.com.
your touch will
The motto of our mission to East Africa, Expanding Possibilities, remained solid from the start, and perhaps may be the only thing that remains uniform after this life-affirming experience.
Eight students and one professor from Berklee College of Music’s Music
Therapy department ventured to East Africa on a fact-finding mission to
promote the use of music therapy with children in orphanages who suffer
from abuse, trauma and are also affected by HIV/AIDS. This trip was led
by Samite Mulondo, Executive Director of Musicians for World Harmony,
a non-profit organization that advocates for music therapy as a tool for
healing and positive expression for children.
The students, who were chosen for this trip, were selected by a panel made
up of Berklee faculty, staff and students plus Samite. The audition/interview included a written application, a comprehensive oral interview, musical improvisation and a prepared performance piece demonstrating the
musical and therapeutic strengths of the students. Once selected, these
students met on a weekly basis to learn about each other, Kenyan culture,
the orphanages, the music, the history and the issues that children in Kenya
face daily. The guest speakers who participated in these workshops came
with expertise in the fields of Africana studies, African music, dance and
language and counseling and psychology. We felt that it was important to
hear their perspective, educate ourselves and prepare as best we could for
the unknown and what we were about to step into.

always feel like a
warm fire
burning in a cold
winter and it will
keep them
hopeful, even though
they have sadness in
their lives.”
-Samite Mulondo
Founder of
Musicians for World Harmony

For fundraising purposes, the students formed a performing group and collectively put on shows to raise money
and awareness of the trip. In addition, local businesses were solicited for prizes in a raffle, which were
given away at the final concert where students performed original solo and group pieces that
were written specifically in preparation for the trip.
With the financial and emotional support of many friends and family, the students
were able to spend two weeks in Kenya, working with children in orphanages,
meeting local musicians, going on a game safari and applying the training learned
at Berklee. Students gained a greater appreciation and awareness of how music
was used therapeutically to enhance mood, process negative feelings caused
by illness and/or abuse and how music was applied as an outlet for expression. When applied appropriately, music was used to effectively address
a variety of conditions and issues these children experienced. We were
also able to witness how music was able to build a strong connection
of trust and confidence, the building blocks of any solid relationship
between therapist and client.
After one visit to each orphanage, where introductions were made
through music and dance, the children welcomed us with open
arms and hearts. The musical connections were natural and easy
and the relationships continued to grow deeper and more expanded as the days continued. A memorable first day at Shangilia Mtoto Wa Africa orphanage began with the children presenting a spectacular inspirational performance of song, dance
and acrobatics. In exchange, the Berklee students thankfully
performed a song that we had written together the night before
called, “We are One”. The song communicated the feelings we
had for one another, for the children and the community atlarge. By the end of the song, about 40 children were on stage,
singing and dancing with us. From that moment on, “We Are
One”, became the theme song of our trip and was adopted by
Shangilia as their song. Almost immediately, a strong foundation
of trust and genuine care was established through the connection
of music and song. This trip started on such a good note, musically
and emotionally, and continued to grow and expand. We had no idea
what was around the corner, but we were sure that it was bound to
get better as time and relationships developed and that is exactly what
happened.
We truly became united as a group of students and faculty, advocating
for music as a therapeutic outlet for orphaned children in East Africa. The
students were passionate and dedicated to making this trip happen, even during
the times when the reality of the trip seemed rather bleak. But the group dynamic, combined with a group of generous and devoted supporters, kept the collective
vision alive and made it all possible.

Asante Sana

, as they say in Kiswahili, Thank you very much.

musicians for world harmony

mission statement:
“to ENABLE musicians throughout the world
to SHARE their music to promote PEACE,
UNDERSTANDING, and HARMONY
among peoples
with a special EMPHASIS on the DISPLACED
or DISTRESSED
who could benefit most from the
HEALING POWER OF MUSIC.”

M

usicians for World Harmony

was created and founded by Samite Mulondo,
a Ugandan-American performing artist whose
songs of simple joy and peace have captured a worldwide audience. Samite fled Uganda in 1982 when his brother was slain due
to his political views and Samite was threatened. After a period
in a Kenyan refugee camp, he made his way to America where
he lives in Ithaca, New York. In 1997, he returned to Uganda
with a documentary film team. Along his way home he stopped
in Liberia, Ivory Coast and Rwanda to see for himself if the
dismal picture of these countries painted by the western media
was accurate. He found that in spite of staggering losses of
human life and devastation, the survivors of Liberia’s civil war,
Rwanda’s genocide and decades of civil strife in Uganda were
full of hope and caring for themselves and each other with great
resourcefulness and dignity. The PBS documentary Song of the
Refugee documents his remarkable experience. When he sang
his songs of peace for the people, the light of joy returned to
children’s eyes and young and old responded with songs, dances
and instrumental performances that had an immediate, positive
impact on everyone present. He and a group of like-minded
individuals formed Musicians for World Harmony to expand this work and bring the healing power of music to those
who have suffered greatly elsewhere, and to those of us who could be uplifted by knowing that hope is alive

everywhere in the world, even in the places where we least expect it.
Musicians for World Harmony was incorporated as a 501c3 organization in November of 2002.

to fulfill this mission, musicians for world harmony
works to:
•

Sponsor musicians visiting and performing in refugee camps and resettlement communities.

•

Identify musicians among the displaced and distressed whose music can aid in the
healing process. Encourage community-wide response to performances to enable
people to recover and revive songs and dances. Video-and audio-document all performances, songs and dances. Produce audio, video and print materials for distribution in the United States and worldwide that enable the music and messages of hope
and peace to reach the widest possible audience.

by Karen Wacks

T

he First Annual Music Therapy in Africa Trip to
Kenya in partnership with Musicians for World Harmony and Samite Mulondo was successful, beyond
my wildest dreams. From the moment I was approached in
the spring of 2006 by Jane and Amanda Maestro-Scherer to
consider getting Berklee students involved, I felt that the path
of music therapy was about to shift in new directions.

A Transformation

Expanding Possibilities became the title of grant proposals to find funding as well as
the theme of the Music Therapy in Africa trip. Developing an infrastructure to support the trip within Berklee became important. The trip itself attracted a lot of attention and internal and external support. Eventually, that internal support would disappear and the students had to rely on their ability to raise funds from other sources.
The roller coaster ride was bumpy and emotional. It made us all stronger and strengthened our resolve to forge ahead, despite the bureaucratic obstacles. Musicians for
World Harmony, specifically Maria Mallon and Jane Maestro-Scherer, kept the vision
alive. Brenda Stevens Ross from Berklee worked with the numbers and the details, and
Pam Bracken, our travel agent guru, appeared unaffected by the daily changes. These
women, collectively, helped make this trip a reality. And the students never lost faith….

African Soil

Stepping onto

I have already written feasibility reports for Berklee, presented our findings, and made recommendations for future possibilities. But, I didn’t include in those reports, how traveling
with students, meeting the Kenyan people, and meeting the local musicians and stepping
on African soil transformed me. Every day was a new adventure emotionally, physically
and spiritually. Everywhere we went, I was overwhelmed by the genuine warmth and
kindness that found us. Jon Wagner, stepson of Samite and owner of a chain of Java
Houses, gave us free meals and George Gituku and the crew from Custom Safaris advised and accommodated our every need. Don Rawzi and Njeru Thandi provided guidance and advice; Eric Wainaina and Tim Rimbui opened their recording studios and their
generosity helped to record and document the music; Isaac Kaguri Kavehere provided a
master class on traditional African music and taught us singing and dancing; And for the
time he was with us, Samite inspired the music and connections. And of course the children we met at Shangilia and Nyumbani taught us how to be grateful for what we have.
Each day was rich with new experiences and new people: the stunning countryside, the Massaii customs and people, the elephants and safari, and the spirituality of those we met. The children had so little, but it appeared to me, that there
was a level of ease that I do not experience with children in the United States.
That was so profound for me – we have so much, yet we continually want more.

As much as we could, our group would try to meet to process the experiences. I felt much pride traveling with Berklee music therapy students. They all were equally talented, empathetic, musical, and supportive. They did not hesitate to take musical and emotional risks daily and
learned quickly how to work together to create new songs. The group
dynamics worked – strong leaders, each and every one of them, they
learned how to compromise and work as one… “We are One”…the
theme of the trip and indeed we were. We went into each situation
with open hearts and open minds, and we were met with the same.
I am thankful that the trip was considered a success on many fronts: the music and personal relationships we had with the children were authentic and
respectful. At Shangilia, Japheth Njenga, the Director, indicated how special
our group was in how we connected with music and love. Samite brought
us to Kenya and his leadership and his vision for music and healing was
inspiring and empowering. I am hoping to work in partnership with him to
develop more opportunities not only for Berklee students, but for the field
of music therapy. Cultural competence, world music, and music as healing
in other cultures needs to be included more in our training and teachings.
This trip was just the beginning – the relationships and partnerships continue. Berklee has invited our group to present at Parent’s Weekend in
October; Shangilia Children’s Choir is going on tour in the fall and will be
coming to New York and many of us will re-connect with them. Harvard
University, my alma mater, is releasing a story in the September issue of their
Graduate School of Education publication and our Blog has also received
much exposure. Musicians for World Harmony will be traveling with music
therapists and musicians in the future, and I hope that we are a part of that.
What really happens next is anybody’s guess. There is the potential for
HBO to do a documentary on our contributions in the orphanages, culminating in a fundraising concert to raise monies to continue the work.
Berklee is interested in developing a study-abroad program. Many of the
students want to return to continue what they started, and there are more
students and professionals who want to join us in the future. I know I
will return to Kenya eventually. I am grateful to all who gave me the opportunity to expand my own opportunities. It has been an invaluable gift.

“Karen,
It is so incredible in this world
today with so many people trying
to find their way, that you and
the students with you have found
such purpose and direction. Purpose is at the core of all we do and
what we all strive to find in life
and in these two short weeks your
group has felt their own spirits
rise up in so many personal ways
to meet individual challenges and
connect with a universal purpose.
Thank you for all the sharing that
your group has done with all of
us “out here”. I can’t tell you how
inspiration and motivating it has
been for me. Sometimes challenges
that start out as purpose for one
begins to shine light on paths for
others to follow. It makes me
think of that wonderful saying,
“Be the change you wish to see in
the world.” All of you have been
part of a something so grand.”
Lots of love,
Katherine Walters
(Posted on the trip blog)
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by Claudia Eliaza
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frica welcomed me with open
arms; she invited me in and
showed me beautiful, sad, and
joyful things. By exposing her heart,
she allowed me to crawl in and reside
in her presence. God has blessed this
beautiful continent, and although I only
spent time in Kenya, her beauty and
poise surpass all I could ever imagine.
Kenya, a land filled with beautiful people with big hearts and big dreams. A
land that is so rich that even the soil
blazes a deep reddish brown. Fruit so
amazingly fresh that it’s unlike anything I have ever tasted before. This
was a place with a lot of firsts for me.
As the plane made its final descent into Nairobi, it looked
as if we were going to immerse ourselves into total nothingness. All I could see was darkness, a black abyss. And
that’s when it hit me. I was finally going to meet this Africa
I’d been raised with but had never met. A mix of emotions took over me. I’ve always wanted to come to Africa and here I was just minutes away from walking on
the land of my ancestors. When I breathed my first gulp
of African air, I felt refreshed and at peace. Familiarity
enveloped me at once. There were no frantic sobs, just
a clear and profound feeling of having returned home.
We worked at two different orphanages in Kenya: Nyumbani and Shangilia. Nyumbani is a home to several HIV+
orphaned children. These children welcomed us with songs
and dance. It was really beautiful to see. I had never been
greeted like this before. In working with these children on a
daily basis, I got to know many of them individually. It was

so rewarding to write and sing songs with them. Often
times I found that it was through the music that we were
able to relate. Music was the cohesive gel that allowed us to
segue into more in-depth conversations. I made so many
new friends and found myself learning so much from
my new little teachers. They taught me Swahili, taught
me to sing traditional songs; they even taught me how to
dance to African music. Interacting with my brothers and
sister on the other side of the world was truly an honor.
Shangilia is an orphanage that is centered on performance. It focuses on different art forms like music, dance
and acrobatics. Their talent blew me away. These kids are
so gifted and it is obvious that music is a part of their
daily existence. I loved playing with them and getting to
know them. Going to the orphanage everyday was always
an adventure because we never knew what was going to
take place. Some days we would sit around and draw,
then we might play
patty cake and then
there were times
when I was teaching
flute lessons. It was
in the spontaneity
that I grew. Everything was kept fresh
and in the moment.
We also wrote a
song called “We
Are One” which
was inspired by
the kids. The song
to me summed up
our whole trip. It
brought tears to my
eyes to see these
children singing this
song whole-heartedly. You could see the intensity in their eyes. I’ve always
known about the power that music holds, but to see it in
action at this magnitude was more then my heart could
handle. It all starts with one person, one idea. I have been
a witness to the power of one. One person really can make
a difference and realizing this led me to wonder what this
world could be like if we respected people for their differences and truly learned to accept people for who they
are. I’m so thankful that Samite Mulondo, Founder of
Musicians for World Harmony, envisioned us music therapy students in Kenya making music with the children.

I’ll never forget the feeling of the children tugging on
my skirt as we left the orphanage to head back to the
US. They anxiously held up little notes that read “For
Claudia’s Eyes Only.” I collected my notes and read
them on the way to the airport. I was moved to tears
by these letters. Most of them stated things like “Please
never forget us” and “Please say hello to your family for us”and “Shangilia will never forget you.” It was
so moving to see that I had made a difference in these
children’s lives. That to me is one of life’s most profound things to experience. One of my favorite quotes
is “Children will not remember you for the material
things you provided but for the feeling that you cherished them.” So to know that I had impacted someone
was way more than anything I could have ever asked for.
This whole experience is so hard to put into words but
I know that I am changed and I am even more appre-

ciative of the things that I have in my life. From running water to freedom of speech, there is so much to
be thankful for. I went to Africa as this little seed but it
was in Africa that I was watered and cultivated. I’m back
in the states now, but I am no longer a small seed I’m
slowly but steadily growing into the woman that I am
meant to be. I am so grateful that this opportunity was
presented to me. I learned about myself, my roots, the
importance of reaching out, and so much more. This is
something that I will carry with me for the rest of my life.

Somebody
in Kenya
Loves Me

E

by Miriam Greenbaum

ver since my return from Kenya, the images, sounds, and smells have
scattered to the wind. These winds haven’t strayed very far, but the flowers have not yet blossomed, and so I remain blind to the answers. Of
course there are the obvious implications of why the nine of us went to Kenya
and what we were able to bring back for the sake of music therapy. But I am
still trying to piece together what it means for me. I feel set back as I lounge
longingly in my ergonomic office chair.
I look out my window, and I observe my neighbor across the way as he creates a garden where there wasn’t one
before. I gaze downward at the people who constantly pass down my street on their trek to reach the Arboretum
that lies a few minutes away. They stroll with their babies, walk their dogs, ride their bikes, or sprint by with their
Ipods. And after awhile, it becomes difficult for me to believe that I was really in Kenya and that I was actually being

driven through the slums of Kangemi, all the while watching the children wave at us and smelling the burning coal
and cooked sausage.
Only when I am completely alone and unaware of other peoples’ presence can I truly begin to focus. I start to
recall what it was like leaving Shangilia, one of the orphanages in the slum. As we all said our final goodbyes to the
children, many of us left with tears in our eyes and promises that might never be fulfilled. I recall glimpsing one last
time at the colorful graffiti of clothing hanging above us, dripping with remaining water droplets. Eventually, hours
after we left, the moisture dried out and the children were able to wear their newly cleaned garments. Next week,
their shirts and shorts will go back into the wash. New stains will be created, older stains will finally fade, and even
some may disappear. Will the nine stains that we brought to Shangilia and Nyumbani continue to bleed through
their clothing? Is it strong enough to go directly to their hearts and minds, or will it just rinse out after a couple
times in the laundry?
I bought a bumper sticker in the
hotel gift shop the day we left
Nairobi. It says, “Somebody in
Kenya Loves Me.” I don’t know
whether to place it on my car or
not. If I stick it on the outside
of the trunk, it has the opportunity to weather, tear apart and
eventually fade, like the stains
on the children’s clothing. I
don’t want these memories to
wear away. I believe that love, in
some way, shape or form, was
exchanged between us and the
children and that it was never
meant to weaken or wilt. Perhaps like a flower, it will temporarily perish, but like the cycle
of the seasons, it will return
again as a healthy bud, about to
burst into a beautiful kaleidoscope of petals.
Everyday when I come home, I look at a specific plant in my garden. Its leaves have practically melted away from
the bite of a red bug, but the buds are still intact. These buds are not only a metaphor for love, but they represent
the beauty within the children we came to know. The brutality and trauma that they experienced was not enough to
dampen their spirits. They survived hate and evil at all costs, and somehow, through it all, they are still able to open
themselves up to the world, even one that does not allow them to see much past the walls of the orphanage until
they are old enough to depend upon themselves.
Maybe the reason I am lost in this discovery of meaning is because I have swapped some of my spirit and perspective with that of the children. We have left marks on one another that will forever change all that we are, and perhaps, because of this, there are new pieces to the old puzzle that was my life prior to visiting Kenya. In essence, the
children have imprinted spiritual tattoos in my heart that have offered me a renewed energy and a cleansed sense of
love, nature, music, and relationship to all that exists in the living world.

the children of

Nyumbani
& Shangilia

T

by Shea Spencer Hardy

he children of Nyumbani and Shangilia radiate with energy, hope
and joy, sorrow and grief. They have so little, and yet want to share so
much.
From the moment I heard about Musicians for World
Harmony and the work they had been doing in Kenya
and Tanzania, I knew I wanted to be a part of it. Now
that I have been fortunate enough to share in these experiences, with some of the most amazing people I have
ever met (Samite Mulondo and our Berklee group), I feel
immeasurably blessed.
Music is what brought us to Kenya and music is what
brought us together with the children. Every day we visited the orphanages we would be endlessly entrenched in
our music sharing. Learning Kenyan songs in Swahili and
teaching songs we brought with us, writing new music
together with the kids, teaching guitar, improvising while
kids lined up to take turns strumming, dancing, performing, rapping-- the list goes on. These children didn’t need
us to help them understand the amazing power that music holds; they use music every day, expressing themselves
with their voices and their dancing. But they were willing
to share in its power with us, they were willing to open
themselves up and trust.
Nothing in my life has ever been more real and more eye
opening than seeing the joy and hope that these children
carry with them and express so openly, while at the same
time knowing the pain and trauma that so many of them
carry. The children I met and spent time with will forever
be a part of my life. Each face, each picture, and each
memory brings back stories that I will continue to tell.

We spent only two weeks with these kids, and
yet they will continue to affect me for a lifetime.
Every day I think about the children that I got
to know and I wonder how they are doing and
hope I will see them again.
This experience has molded me into a new
person-- one with an enhanced understanding
of the universal power of music and a new
found confidence in my personal abilities as a
musician, and as a healer, and most importantly,
how the two fit so powerfully together.

traces of

Kenya
by Gwyndolyn “Wyndy” Jones

A

n intriguing language, a beautiful people, a most faithful spirit, a dark
skin kissed by the sun, eyes that tell painful stories of a dark past, yet
smiles and laughter that shine true joy and hope! You see the physical
environment, poor and underdeveloped. You hear the stories of the children’s
beginnings and you ask God “Why?” and “How come?”
You see the effects of their sickness, their malnourishment, their poverty, and you think, “has God forsaken them?”
You hear that the town that they live in has been nicknamed Sodom and Gomorrah… and you get very sad. Riding
through the slum, with feelings of helplessness… wondering, what am I doing here? Can I really help?
Then you reach the doors of the orphanage, and you’re greeted with a strong embrace from a smiling little one.
You receive a tap on the shoulder from a little guy holding a plastic paper ball, ready to play soccer again. Immediately children start making circles to sing songs, and to exchange gathering games of America and Kenya.
Another little one tugs at your leg asking, “Where is the guitar?” as if he’d dreamed of the guitar all night and was
anticipating the joy that it was going to bring. Although their physical environment is poor and they don’t have
much in material wealth, and although some of the children are infected with HIV/AIDS and have lost their
parents or have been abandoned, these children have hopes and dreams. They are humble and appreciate the little
things, especially music.
And what about the land? So rich and naturally beautiful. And
the wildlife…. so amazing to see. It’s like I stepped into the Lion
King or the Discovery Channel!
And, of course, I can’t reflect on Kenya without speaking of all
of the amazing people: the indigenous cultures we encountered,
the beautiful children we connected with, and the wonderful
people who made our time in Kenya, comfortable, warm, and
exciting.
It was such an amazing journey. Although we went to share music with the children in these orphanages, I was met with culture,
a people, who embraced me as one of their own. I was not a
stranger. I felt traces of my ancestors, like I reached home…. As
different and unique as they were to me, and I was to them….
surely our song “We Are One” was a perfect way to summarize a our experience. One with the land, one with the
people, one with God.
Before coming back home, I didn’t think it could be so easy to fall back into the same habits and become so selfconsumed all over again. Now, I have to constantly remind myself of the children and the poverty that I saw when
I begin to fix my mouth to complain. This trip to Kenya has ignited a fire inside me that will remain impossible to
put out. I’m always reminding myself that this is only a start. We have many pieces to a great big puzzle and I’m looking forward to our future endeavors to put all these pieces together. With more trips to Kenya, other parts of Africa
and the rest of the world we will continue sharing the healing power of music.
As the months pass and we move forward in our quest to be a blessing and share our love from the US to Africa, I
will continue to share and report the joy, the mission, and the vision. I believed in every part of my being that there
is work to do there. Exactly what that work is, will unfold in time.

T

theocean

o try to describe my experience in Kenya is like trying to describe the
delicate majesty of the ocean to someone who has never seen it. The
sheer magnitude of the ocean, its mighty power and grace, and its perfect balance with the earth are all indescribable. How do you explain to someone the overwhelming feeling of oneness with the earth and spirit that comes
from sitting at the ocean’s edge, letting the hypnotic lapping of the waves lull
you into a meditation?

by Beth Longwell

This experience was like the ocean. The divine guidance that was received the minute this
trip was conceived was very real and powerful. Never in my life have I felt so guided and
led in a particular direction. It is as if a great hand swept me up in its palm and carried me
through this experience, leading me effortlessly into each endeavor, guiding me with ease
through every obstacle.
This trip was very close to not happening, as many people and seemingly impossible hurdles
stood in our way. It was too expensive, we weren’t supported by people who could have really
helped us realize this dream, and at times it seemed easier to just give up. “Maybe this just isn’t
meant to happen,” I thought to myself many times. I told myself that it wouldn’t have been
that great anyway, and I was wasting my time and energy trying to make an impossible dream
a reality.
It was at this time that divine guidance stepped in and gave me a gentle (and sometimes not
so gentle) push in the right direction. Although I tried to tell myself that the trip wasn’t happening, my gut was in total opposition to that idea. It is amazing how clearly our bodies and
spirits talk to us when we take the time to listen.
Even though the trip did end up happening, I still didn’t believe that I was going until I was
sitting in my cramped little seat on the plane. Then it finally hit me, and it hit me hard. Excitement washed over me like a wave, and I couldn’t believe that I was about to endeavor on
such an unknown, uncharted journey.
The momentum of the group only increased as we set foot in Kenya. From the moment we
visited the first orphanage, I knew that everything else was going to come second to spending time with these kids. Lunch? Eh, let’s skip it. Sleep? Nah, I’ll sleep when I get back to
Boston. All I wanted to do was spend time with the kids, or be at the hotel and write songs
for the kids, or think up ideas of what I’d do next time I saw the kids. I had no idea how easy
it would be to create bonds with the children. I thought it’d be awkward or difficult to get to
know them, but they made it easy for me. In fact, all throughout the trip the kids were the
ones that made me feel comfortable, and showed me what to do, and taught me what it was
to connect through music. I only hope that I was able to give to the kids half of the knowledge they gave me.
The end of this journey is so clearly just a beginning. Like the ocean, the energy set in
motion during this trip will continue to grow and expand upon itself, generating ideas and
inspiration that are seemingly inconceivable now. The fact that I was fortunate enough to
experience this trip and be part of the very first “Berklee Music Therapy in Africa” mission
is incredible. I sometimes ask myself why I was chosen over someone else. Why did I get this
amazing opportunity? If I sit in stillness and listen, though, I know. I was chosen along with
the other students and faculty because this trip could not have happened like it did with any
other group of people. The energy and unique insights that each person brought were indispensable. The bond that the group created is unbreakable. The power of divine guidance was
so very present for me on this trip, and I can only be grateful that I was able to experience
it. My life has shifted, and I can never go back to how I was before. These shifts in our lives
happen every day, but never have I been so acutely aware of them. This trip taught me to
stop fighting the waves and just let them carry me, like a tiny shell among thousands of shells
in the ocean. Only when I “gave up” and let go of my own will was the will of my creator
able to shine through and be fulfilled. I will continue to listen to the guidance that is given to
me by spirit and creation, and fulfill my purpose in life: to be a vessel for healing to happen.

one

by Amanda Maestro-Scherer

K

enya has worked it’s magic on me. Big John, one of our drivers, told
me that being on my second trip to Kenya, if I were to come back once
more, I wouldn’t be leaving. I believe it. I have fallen in love with the
people, the landscape, the culture, the music and the dancing, the mystery, the
hope, and the sadness. Everything that I have experienced in Kenya has pulled
me closer and closer to finding my true self and there are no adequate words
to describe that feeling.
I have always felt that music possesses the power to heal. It’s a force that runs deep within all of us, and comes
out to reach out to others and to express the most human of our emotions. On this trip, I saw music healing in a
way that I had never witnessed before. The children of Nyumbani and Shangilia have suffered greater sorrows and
losses than I will probably ever experience in my life, and perhaps because of this, they sing with a fire inside them,
each note containing a piece of their lives.
The children of Kenya have music inside them-- songs that
wait under the surface, begging to be realized, to be danced
to, begging to be sung out. When these songs are released,
their different voices blend together in harmony, each child
singing out their pain and sorrow, their joy and hope. One
can listen to this beautiful music and pick out one voice in
the crowd of hundreds, listening intently, and hear their stories and their dreams. All it takes is truly listening to just one
voice of a child to transform a person’s life.
That was the way it was for our group. All of us left Boston
not quite knowing what to expect. Although I had been to
these orphanages before on a trip with Musicians for World
Harmony, I was slightly worried about how things would unfold just as everyone else was. We had worked so hard
to make the trip happen, fought so hard for children that we had never met before, and perservered through emotional hardships to get to where we were going. Despite the adversity that we were met with, these obstacles made
us embrace our purpose with a new and
stronger fire.

voice

We showed this passion by coming every
day to the orphanages with new music
we had stayed up all night writing for the
kids, but we would leave with new ways of
looking at life, the way we live, the things
we appreciate, and especially the things we
take for granted. We wrote songs together,
we sang, we played guitar, we recorded songs and we fell in love with the children. We used the music therapy training we had received at Berklee to build even deeper connections and create more meaningful musical experiences.
Within the short period of two weeks that we were in Kenya with these children, we created music with no end, and
the healing effect worked both ways.
Even with the overwhelming feeling of unity and joy that came with our days spent in the orphanages, they were
also incredibly emotionally difficult. There were multiple nights that we would stay in the vans and cry together,

finding the outlet to release what we were
experiencing, witnessing and creating in the
support that we created for each other. We
left ourselves open and vulnerable to accepting things outside our realm of every day
life-- children who are dying, who have been
abused, abandoned, neglected and living in
poverty, as well as examining our own privilege. How could we continue without examining these things? These children did not ask
to have their illness or to have parents who
abandoned or abused them. We didn’t ask to
be born in the United States to parents who
would be able to support us growing up. What
if I had been born in Africa? Or born onto
the streets of Manila? I realize now, that we
not so different. We ARE all one. We ARE all
connected. The lives of everyone that we meet
are lives that could have been ours.
Each of us connected with individuals who taught us these important lessons. For me , one of them was young
man named Victor who lived at Nyumbani Children’s Home. He has HIV and lost both of his parents to the disease. He also is a talented musician, and I worked with him to create an electronic beat and record his rap, which
was in Swahili, about forgiveness and doing good in the world. Before we created music together, he was withdrawn
and shy, and afterwards, he opened up to me and began telling me his life dream to become a doctor and help those
who are being forgotten and ignored because of having HIV. All of the children we met shared with us incredible
dreams. One might think in passing that they wouldn’t have these dreams, since they are born with a terminal illness
that holds such negative connotations, because they are discriminated against and ostracized by their peers, their
teachers and even their own families, or
perhaps because they lived on the street
for years or were raped and abused by
those who were supposed to take care
of them-- but I listened to these children talk and sing about their dreams
every day, and I assure you they are real
and vibrant. I could play you recordings of their voices describing their
futures, I could sing you the songs that
they wrote, the ones that flowed out of
them like a dam breaking... but none
of it would quite paint a picture vivid
enough to portray the life changing our
short visit to East Africa.
In place of this, I will leave you with a
few words from a song that we wrote
inspired by the children.
“And together, we are we... We are one.”

music
to our
hearts
by Summer Mencher

music to our hearts

I

by Summer Mencher

don’t think of our trip to Kenya as a memorable experience that we will
happily carry in our hearts and lovingly look back upon. Maybe that’s how
it started out, or what I expected in the beginning. I knew it would be life
changing and eye-opening, but I had no idea that I was entering into a place
within myself from which I could never turn back.
I didn’t just enjoy being with the children or appreciate seeing a new culture. I witnessed spirit in action. I was
completely taken aback by the way music really could do all that we were taught in school. I was amazed at the light
in the eyes of the individuals we met and the genuine smiles telling me that they knew something I had forgotten. I
felt what it was like to be truly present. I finally felt like I was singing what needed to be heard and playing to support a greater cause. God’s movement moved me until it took over my own walk.
The music is to blame. Or maybe it was the openness, willingness and appreciation of the children. It could have
been because we were bridging two cultures across oceans, languages and understanding. Whatever the cause, magic
happened and we all were both the magicians and the audience. I wish so much that I could bring each and every
one of you there so you could see the children rush towards you when you walked in, or hear them sing with their
whole hearts to songs we had written together, or feel them brush your hair away from your eyes and play hand
games with you. I wish I could give you a letter they would have written for you, had they met you, or show you the
ones they wrote for you anyway, because they love so readily and wholeheartedly.

How can I begin to explain the
angst that settled in my chest
driving through the slums to
and from Shangilia, with children’s songs in Swahili ringing
in my ears and flowers drawn
on my arms? How can I make
tangible the relief I felt when
entering the orphanage to be
tackled by swarms of giggling
kids followed by bear hugs and
tickle wars? It was exhausting
and invigorating. It was a workout and my favorite dessert at
the same time.

Imagine dancing to authentic tribal drumming
and then running through the mud behind
heaps of garbage to whisper about secret
stories and then putting those true experiences
into lyrics. Soon, another child grabs your hand
and pulls you onto the stage and hands you a
guitar. The guitar gets a response much like
that of free ice cream, and you are surrounded
by intrigued little ones who are forming lines
to take turns strumming and making chord
formations with their fingers. Others sing the
new lyrics you just wrote together over the
chords, until the next thing you know there
are over 100 people, teaching, dancing, filming
and participating, creating something that will
encompass the blessed moment long after it
has faded.
Those children are teachers. They are survivors. They are you’re friends, family, and now
that you are reading this, they are your future.
Freshia wrote me to ask me to tell you that she
loves you and that she is praying for you. She
asks that you do the same. I really believe that
the best thing we can give is our love. Whether
that comes through in prayer, visits, time, music, supplies or letters, it’s the connection, the
joining hands, that awakens the hope and faith
in all of us.

music is

I

by Rebecca Vaudreuil

life

n 24 years of living life to the fullest, seeing many wonders the world has
to offer, and meeting and working with people from all walks of life, the
opportunity to travel to Africa and work with children was extremely appealing. In preparation for the trip I read up on African culture, reviewed key
words in Kiswahili, and strengthened my guitar skills before departure; but
little did I know that nothing could prepare me for what lay ahead: a different
country, a different way of life, a seemingly different world.
The main purpose of the trip was to use music therapeutically with children from different backgrounds and upbringings. Some of the children have been affected by HIV/AIDS and some are victims of abuse. This group of
people who traveled to Kenya are all from the Music Therapy Department at Berklee. We collaborated with Musicians for World Harmony, so naturally the trip centered around music. There are many apparent differences between the African way of life and the American way of life: the environment, the pace, the music. As a student who
is matriculating from one of the most recognized and distinguished music schools in the world, I realized that we
Berklee students work hard at integrating music into our lives, making it possible to survive by it, i.e., career development. But in Africa, music is life.
My initial ideas of going to Africa to teach music and spread awareness of music therapy were quickly adjusted. I
realized after only one day at the orphanages that they already engage music as therapy; it just isn’t structurally categorized. There I found myself making music with the children, taking from shared moments just as much, if not
more, as they were learning from me. A common misconception that I had going to Africa was that there were not

sufficient programs addressing the use of music to process emotions and transform people from one mental state
to another. The fact is that just because something is not established does not mean that is does not exert valid impact and create valuable results. Something that is recognized in one culture as one thing, can be seen as something
totally different in another culture; yet neither is wrong, just different. I learned about this cross-cultural concept in
a research course last semester, but now truly understand it. I believe that real learning occurs from hands-on experience. The human brain remembers 15% of what it is taught, but 85% of what it teaches. Volunteering in these
orphanages reinforced what I have been learning over the past two years at Berklee, and the cycle continues when
the children whom we worked directly with share their perspectives on music therapy with other children and so on
and so on. Music is truly a gift that keeps on giving through its transformational power.
Experiences such as these are integrative and hands on and significantly enhance the learning process. This trip created a symbiotic relationship between the children and our group because both parties benefited so much from each
encounter with one another. The relationships, rapport, and dialogues that we were able to build during our time in
Kenya will grow stronger over time, making the next trip a much-anticipated one.

about the

TRAVELLERS
Professor Karen Wacks

is professor of music in Music Therapy and serves as Practicum and Internship Coordinator for fieldwork placement for approximately 100 music therapy majors per semester.
She is a co-founder of the Massachusetts Music Therapy Alliance and Past-President
of the New England Region of the American Music Therapy Association. In addition
to being a Board Certified Music Therapist, Professor Wacks is a licensed mental health
counselor (LMHC) in the state of Massachusetts. Karen Wacks plays French horn with
local community orchestras and teaches classes on practicum and music therapy and
medicine at Berklee. Currently, she is interested in expanding music therapy training to
embrace the diverse music and cultures of developing countries.

Claudia Eliaza

is a music therapy student in her final semester at the highly esteemed Berklee College of
Music. Born in Manchester, N.H. and raised in Novato California, Claudia has been an active member in music community from an early age. She began playing the flute at the age
of ten, and soon after, discovered her talent gift for singing. Claudia has performed in many
venues both on the East Coast and the West Coast; including the prestigious Carnegie Hall.
She has also toured both internationally and nationally teaching music to children of all
ages with the acclaimed Young Americans whose mission is to keep the arts in the schools.
It was during this time in which Claudia knew she was destined to share the gift of music
with the world and decided to pursue music therapy.

Miriam Greenbaum

is a native of Metairie, Louisiana, and moved to Boston in 2000 to study Sociology at
Boston University. After finishing her first undergraduate degree, she decided to continue
her learning adventure by attending Berklee College of Music in 2004. Initially she was
interested in being a vocal performance major, but after witnessing the events of Hurricane Katrina in her hometown, she decided to change her focus to helping other people
in need. This is where her side interest in music therapy became her ultimate passion.
Currently, Miriam is in her internship at the Arts Therapy Clinic at Whittier Street Health
Center in Roxbury, MA working with students with special needs. The Music Therapy trip
to Kenya was wonderful experience for Miriam and it opened her eyes to a part of the
world that all too often gets ignored.

Spencer Hardy

is a music therapy student from Hingham, Massachusetts, who, after graduating in May is
currently on the search for the perfect internship to complete his music therapy training.
Spencer has been playing the saxophone for 12 years and also loves to sing and play guitar.
An active music therapy student, Spencer was the president of the New England regional
student music therapy association last year. Spencer has a passion for working with children and was excited for the opportunity this trip gave him to interact with children from a
different culture than his own. He now values the way he saw music uplift and bring hope
to children in orphanages and knows he will carry this with him throughout his career as a
music therapist.

Gwyndolyn Jones

is a mother, a daughter, a sister, and friend. Gwyndolyn, most affectionately known as
Wyndy, was born and raised in Boston Massachussetts. She has been singing since the age
of three. Music has always been a prominent part of Wyndy’s life as she comes from a musical family. Since the age of 12, she has been performing in venues all over Massachusetts.
She is a recent graduate of Berklee College of Music, as a music therapy major. Outside of
performance, Wyndy also loves to write original music. She also loves working with people
from all walks of life, especially youth. Her future endeavors will be a combination of performance, community outreach, and music therapy.

Beth Longwell
was born in Elizabeth, Colorado and has traveled and lived all over the world. Living in
Buenos Aires, Argentina for two of her high school years gave Beth a respect and appreciation for new cultures, and planted the ‘travel bug’ that is alive and well within her today.
Beth was immediately interested in being part of this trip to Kenya as soon as she heard
about it. She knew that this experience would change her life, as it indeed has. Beth feels
privileged to have shared this emotional journey with the other members of the group.
A trip like this bonds people together, and she knows that she will always have a special
connection with her fellow musician travelers. Beth is currently finishing her music therapy
degree with an internship at the Veterans Home of California in Yountville, CA. After that,
she plans on doing more traveling, and seeing where life takes her.

Amanda Maestro-Scherer
is from Ithaca, New York. She started performing vocally and on violin at an early age,
and went on to continue her musical studies at Berklee. She is currently finishing her
Music Therapy degree with an internship at the University Neuropsychiatric Institute of
Salt Lake City, Utah. Amanda originally had the idea to bring Berklee students to Kenya
in 2006, when she first visited East Africa with Musicians for World Harmony. She approached Karen Wacks with the idea shortly after her return, and from there worked very
hard to make it a reality. With the success of this past trip and experiencing and witnessing
the powerful catalyst for transformation that music is, Amanda knows that this work is the
future for her as a music therapist.

Summer Mencher
is a graduating music thearpy student with an emphasis in voice. From Portland,
Oregon, Summer has been performing and writing songs for many years. She says she
was driven to travel to Kenya and visit the orphanages because she strongly believes in
the vibrant, healing life force that is music. She plans on returning home to the west
coast where she will be interning at MusicWorx of California. She feels this Music
Therapy in Aftrica trip is the start of something very big for her and for her future as
a music therapist.

Rebecca Vaudreuil
is entering her last year of Berklee as a music therapy student. She is excited about finishing her degree and looks forward to taking time this year to finish her demo, share her
experiences in Kenya with the Berklee community, spread the awareness of therapeutic
uses of music, and pioneer future trips for Berklee students. She also volunteers at Dana
Farber Cancer Institute as part of the creative arts program. Becky is a Massachusetts
native but looks forward to broadening her horizons and exploring the music therapy
opportunities throughout the country.

In the news

A

fter the immense success of the first Music Therapy in Africa trip, the
journey has made the news several times. Here are a few excerpts of
the exciting press that has been released about the students, their work,
and their experiences.
On Kenyan National Televison...

Karen and Amanda appeared on STR8-UP, Kenya’s biggest televison
youth talk show, talking about the work that the group was doing in the
orphanages, and spreading the word of the benefits of music therapy.
Both were interviewed about their experiences in Kenya as well as back
at Berklee, and the hopes the group had of expanding the work in
Kenya. Amanda played a song that she had written for the children in
the orphanges, and Karen spoke of the scope of music therapy and the
reasons why the work is so important.

In the American Music Therapy Association’s
Newsletter...

The Music Therapy in Africa trip was featured in the Summer 2007 issue of Music Therapy
Matters, the quarterly publication by the AMTA. The article can be found in Volume 10, No.
2 and includes photographs from the trip, excerpts of student writing as well as the web address to the group’s online journal.

On the Berklee website...

Berklee College of Music posted an article written by Brenda Pike
about the Music Therapy in Africa trip on their website shortly after the
students returned from Kenya. The website can be seen at: http://www.
berklee.edu/news/2007/06/music_therapy.html

Through continuing presentations...

The students who travelled to East Africa in May are continuing to do presentations at various Music Therapy
conferences including the NER-AMTAS (New England Region American Music Therapy Association of Students)
annual student conference Passages. They are continually advocating for their work and will continue to do so as the
potentials continue unfolding.

Below is a feature article published in the Harvard
Graduate School of Education Journal.

Nyumbani
Watoto Wa Mungu

N

yumbani Children’s Home was founded in 1992 by the late Jesuit priest Fr.
Angelo D’Agostino as a response to the growing number of HIV infected
children born and/or orphaned in Kenya. Nyumbani, which means “home”
in Swahili, serves as a hospice, caring for the children as
long as they are living and in need of care. It houses about
100 HIV+/AIDS infected children, ranging in age from
babies to young adults in their twenties.
http://www.nyumbani.org

Joseph shows off
his famous rockstar pose

Bridgit learns how to hold the guitar

Lucy practices some new chords

“Saturday and Sunday we spent
with the kids at Nyumbani. I barely
made it down the driveway when
we arrived and I felt someone taking my hand. I looked down to see
who it was and a young boy was
smiling and pulling me along to
the playground. The children performed for us, singing and dancing,
and two of the older boys rapped in
Swahili. For the majority of both
days I was so busy running around,
singing and playing guitar with the
kids, or just talking with them, that
the thought of how they are all living with HIV would not cross my
mind. But holding a child in my
arms, a beautiful, laughing, smiling little girl, and knowing that not
only was she abandonded or had
lost her parents, but she is also HIV
positive; that she is sick and her
body is fighting itself, is something
I have never experienced before
and struggle to describe in words.
My eyes well up with tears which
I fight back while bouncing her up
and down, spinning her around
and tickling her belly. But it consumes me, and I wonder what will
become of her after we leave. I hate
myself because I will walk away,
and they won’t. They will continue living and fighting everyday.”

-Spencer Hardy,
in an online journal entry

S

hangilia shelters kids either orphaned or abandoned in the streets of Nairobi.
Founded and run by actress Anne Wanjugu until her death in April 2002, Shangilia
is located in the Kangemi slum of Nairobi, and serves as a home and rehabilitation
center for over 270 street children. It places an emphasis on the performing arts, boosting the children’s self-esteem, and helping them realize that they are normal children,
despite the difficult situations that they come from. http://www.shangilia.org

-Spencer Hardy,
in an online journal entry

“All of us connected with the children… each of us
had certian kids that gravitated toward us and
would take care of us while we were there, showing us around, teaching us
songs, and holding hands.
How is it that these children
can be so welcoming to
strangers? I think a large
part of it is the music that
we have shared together…”
-Amanda Maestro-Scherer,
in an online journal entry

Mtoto Wa Africa

shangilia

“The children of Shangilia are amazing. So full of
energy and excitement. Today was like nothing
I have ever seen before in my life. I struggle to
express in words how difficult it is to see children
living in these conditions but at the same time try
to understand that they are happy to be living in
a community and to no longer be living on the
streets. They have nothing, and yet sing, dance,
play instruments, and perform. They immediately wanted to share their music with us and ours
with them. They are all so beautiful, vibrant and
active. Everyone wants to hold your hand or sit
on your lap, strum a guitar while you finger the
chords, play the kalimba, and sing you a song.”

kenya
Did you know that...

Every minute of every day, on average, a child dies of HIV/AIDS.

Right: Faith, who is HIV positive,
collecting fruit at Nyumbani Children’s
Home.

A child loses a parent to an AIDS-related cause every 14 seconds.

Source: http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/
geos/ke.html

By 2010 an estimated 25 million children are expected to have lost one or both parents
to AIDS.

Government type: Republic
Capital: Nairobi
Population: 34,707,817 (note: estimates for
this country explicitly take into account the effects
of excess mortality due to AIDS; this can result
in lower life expectancy, higher infant mortality and
death rates, lower population and growth rates, and
changes in the distribution of population by age
and sex than would otherwise be expected.)
Life expectancy at birth: 48.93 years
People living with HIV/AIDS: 1.3 million (at the end of 2005)
Estimated number of children (ages 015) living with HIV/AIDS by the end of
2005: 150,000
Estimated number of deaths due to
AIDS during 2005: 140,000
Estimated number of children who
have lost their mother or father or both
parents to AIDS and who were alive
and under the age of 17 end of 2005:
1,100,000

HIV/AIDS is a
Children’s Issue

W

hile many people see HIV/AIDS as an issue that mostly impacts
adults, children are among the most vulnerable victims of AIDS in
the developing world. The AIDS crisis is destabilizing families and
entire societies, and leaving millions of children without the care and support
they need to survive and thrive.
As parents get sick and die of AIDS,
family burdens shift to children,
particularly girls, who are often forced
to leave school to earn money, obtain
food, care for the ill and other family
members. Without care and support,
these children are increasingly exposed
to exploitation, poverty and discrimination.
Programs for children orphaned or
affected by AIDS help them to stay
in school, learn income-earning skills,
and ensure they get adequate protection, food and health care, and support to cope with the grief and trauma
of losing one or both parents to
AIDS. (Source: UNAIDS http://www.
savethechildren.org/health/hiv_aids/aids_
childrens_issue.asp)

Above: A letter written by Magdalene, a girl at Nyumbani who
has HIV.
Right: Magdalene between Miriam and Beth.

Moving Forward...

W

by Karen Wacks

here do we go from here? All of us have been transformed in
ways that are difficult to describe. We went on a ‘fact-finding’
mission for music therapy and Berklee and returned with
much more than imagined – the music, the children, the potential to
develop innovative partnerships and more.
Before we left, we heard words like life-changing… eye-opening …depressing… shocking …reinforcing… uplifting…and inspiring… yet, these words barely expressed the emotional and musical connections that elevated our human spirit and sharpened intercultural sensitivities. Being aware of the history and culture
was important. How did the psychology of colonial times in Kenya impact our work in the orphanages and how does the indigenous African music influence the theory and practice of music therapy in
the United States today?
From the very beginning stages, we always considered this trip to be an exchange of musical ideas
and cultural experiences– never a “we’re here to save you” mission. The Kenyans clearly understand
that music is an integral part of daily life. The roots of music therapy in western culture are based on
African music and dance - it is community-based, participatory and collaborative in performance and
composition. Contemporary western popular music, such as rock and jazz, can find their origins in the
elaborate drumming and rhythmic patterns of indigenous African music. Music brings ease, joy and
healing in the face of much adversity.
The students who were selected to participate in this trip had strong musical, social and leadership skills.
Because of the nature of clinical music therapy work, we try to teach our students to be prepared for
the unknown - ‘learn to trust self and rely on the music to develop insight, empathy and support’.
These students did that and more – emotional and musical risks were a daily happening. Integrating
theory and practice, creating, reasoning, communicating, working cooperatively with others, and setting goals, and developing cultural competency all depend on learning opportunities beyond traditional
lectures and discussions. Students had opportunities for well-planned, thought-provoking, supervised
experiences in situations that incorporated clinical competencies learned in the classroom. These learning experiences helped the students not only to develop intellectual skills and traits, but also to make
personal and professional (career) choices, evaluate their own progress, and gain self-confidence. These
students were involved in active participation in the planning, development and execution of learning
activities. The value of international service-learning for the purpose of developing cultural immersion
and enhancement of the student’s world view was profound.
As a professor at Berklee, I feel that I have a responsibility to develop multi-dimensional, integrated
learning environments where all are inspired to develop a repertoire of skills and knowledge that are
consistent with the direction of the profession of music therapy. As the music industry changes and
the field of music therapy grows, so does the need to include a more global view of music in health and
healing. I know I will return to East Africa eventually. We are all grateful to all who gave us the opportunity to expand our knowledge and scholarship. It has been an invaluable gift.
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Karen Kandik; Minneapolis, MN
Timothy Kappel; New Orleans, LA
Debbie Kelly; Jamaica Plain, MA
Alyssa Kennedy; Long Beach, CA
Shannon Kim; Boston, MA
Renese King; Boston, MA
Susy and Doug Kirk; Bailey, CO
Jason Klimes; Chicago, IL
Joanne & Dunn Krahl; Golden, CO
Philomena M. Kuzio; Bethlehem, PA
Robert Kuzio; Bethlehem, PA
Tina Kuzio; Aptos, CA
Tim and Judy Labedz; Omaha, NE
Jon Lall; Princeton, NJ
Patrick & Catharine Layton; Fullerton, CA
Charlotte Lee; Corona, CA
The Lefferts Family; Woodstock, CT
Andrea Lesser-Gonzalez; Roslindale,MA
Nathalie Levey; Boston, MA
Veronica Lim; Rye, NJ
Anne Lipe; Damascus, MD
Phil Lisle; Irvine, CA
Jed & Jessica Logue; Promise Point, ME
Dennis and Dayna Longsine; Leander, TX

Erie & Lara Maestro; Vancouver, BC
The Maestro-Scherer Family; Ithaca, NY
Judy Malivert; New York, NY
Maria Mallon; Ithaca, NY
Cherenfant Marcel; Somerville, MA
John and Marte Marston; Needham, MA
Siri Mason; Chicago, IL
Heath McCall; Hollywood, CA
Jeremy McDowell; Boston, MA
Aiesha McGowan; Jamaica Plain, MA
Amanda Meades; Long Beach, CA
Willard & Helen Meades; Deatsville, AL
Anna Meilman; Ithaca, NY
Brian Mellblom; Northridge, CA
Benjamin Mencher and Dana Kennis; Portland, OR
Jordan and Pamela Mencher; Estes, CO
Steven Michail; Long Beach, CA
Melissa Moore; Jamaica Plain, MA
Mary Morin; Portland, OR
Cory Neal; Westminster, CA
Rhett Nichols; Cambridge, MA
Janette Nieto; Garden Grove, CA
Meg O’Brien; Boston, MA
Marie O’Shea; Boston, MA
Arthur Ost; Santa Cruz, CA
Wendy Pajunas; Lak Oswego, OR
Mary Parsons; Washington, DC
Robin Patton; Santa Rosa, CA
Stephanie Peterson; Santa Margarita, CA
Leslie Piper; San Bernardino, CA
Zach Pitt-Smith
Jennifer Plummer; Hollywood, CA
Jennifer Purves; Somerville, MA
Sarah Randall; West Roxbury, MA
Shannon Rasmussen; Novato, CA
Susan Retzer; Seattle, WA
Hanson Reynolds; Brookline, MA
Robert Rich; Ithaca, NY
Nicolette Rivera; White Rock, Canada
Fran Ross; Cambridge, MA
Emily Ruppert; Plum Island, MA
Barbara Ryan; Novato, CA
Tricia Ryan; Tempe, AZ
The Ryder Family; Worcester, MA
Mary Anne Saul; Fresno, CA
Brian & Loriann Schwartz; Azusa, CA
Jackie Scott-Morton; Vallejo, CA
Jim Selman; West Newbury, MA
Christina Serafini; Novato, CA
Maria Seta; Cincinnati, OH

Eva Shea; Quincy, MA
Greg and Ashley Shea; Andover, MA
Jack and Beth Shea; Reading, MA
Joseph and Paula Shea; Colorado Springs, CO
Larry and Leah Shea; Quincy, MA
Rick and Gitte Shea; Cohasset, MA
Gary and Kathy Sierks; North Platte, NE
Matthew & Madelene Silva; Muir Beach, CA
Emily Simonian; Yorba Linda, CA
Cydney Slotoroff; Stony Creek, CT
Courtney Smith; Worcester, MA
Tim Smith; Grand Island, NE
Lauren Soos; Huntington Beach, CA
Maria Staffiere; Weston, MA
Barbara Stowe; Ross, CA
The Strogoff Family; Worcester, MA
The Stubljar Family; Spencer, MA
Jennifer Talton; New York, NY
Toby & Nicole Theitje; Pensacola, FL
Margie Thomas; Hanover, NH
Larry W. Thompson; Lakewood, CO
Rose Tith; Montclair, CA
Troy Van Voorhis; Medford, MA
Gretchen Valenti; Orange, CA
Richard Vaudreuil; Worcester, MA
Anton Villacorta; Ithaca, NY
Dave & Thelma Wacks; Bethesda, MD
Katherine Walters; Valdez, AK
Monica Washington; San Rafael, CA
Bryan & Miley Waterman; Long Beach, CA
Robert Werner; Cambridge, MA
Tessa White; New York, NY
Matthew & Neysha Whitman; Long Beach, CA
Christine and Ralph Whittemore; Dorchester, MA
James R. Williams; Fresno, CA
The Wingood Family; Worcester, MA
The Wolosz Family; Worcester, MA
Susan Woods; Buffalo, NY
Barbara Ziv and John Einhellig; Metairie, LA
David Zwerin; Uniondale, NY
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Audition Panel: Damien Bracken, Jason Camilio, Peggy Codding, Lindsey Hollister, Kimberly Khare, Samite
Mulondo, Brenda Stevens Ross and Karen Wacks.

Preparatory Workshops:
Workshop 1: Elizabeth Dorsey, Counseling Center
Cultural differences between US and Kenya.
Workshop 2: Professor Larry Watson, Performance
Division: History, politics, society and geography of the
region.
Workshop 3: Lauren Caso, African Dance Teacher;
Berklee Staff: Experiential dance of Africa
Workshop 4: Professor Joe Galeota, Performance Division: Experiencing Berklee international travel in Africa
Workshop 5: Lauren Heinen, Northeastern University:
Traditional songs, Swahili key phrases; personal experiences
Workshop 6: Dr. Suzanne Slattery, Counseling Center:
Understanding trauma in children and self-care
Workshop 7: Margaret O’Brien, Berklee student Reflections and recommendations based on personal travel
in Africa
Worskhop 8: Adrian Hendarta, Student Music Director: Directed music rehearsals, performances for fundraising purposes

With Special Gratitude:
•Samite Mulondo, for his presence and inspiring us
with his music and warm heart
•Brenda Stevens Ross, for her strength, integrity and
attention to detail
•Pam Bracken, for navigating and designing a powerful
and organized trip
•The Berklee Community for supporting bake sales,
cafe shows, and the mission of spreading the healing
power of music therapy
•Ricardo Poza and Bill D’Agostino and the IT team
for technical support
•Angela Davis, Director of Student Affairs, for her

commitment to expand the trip so others can benefit
•Paul Gervais and Kurlan Music Center, for their
donation of many musical instruments
•Jane Maestro-Scherer and Maria Mallon, for their
faith and resolve to keep the vision alive

Friends in Kenya:
•George Gituku, Custom Safaris, for our safe ground
travel transportation
•Custom Safari Drivers: Big John, Little John,
Moses, Anthony, and Joseph, for their patience and
hospitality
•Anthony Njeru, Camera/Film director, for his direction and support
•Eric Wainaina, Kenyan Recording Artist, Berklee
College of Music Alum, for opening doors and building relationships with Kenyan musicians
•Tim Rimbui, Music producer and engineer, for his
generous spirit and competence in recording
•Don Rwazi, Music Director, Shangilia Mtoto Wa
Africa and Nyumbani Children’s Home, for his spirituality, connection, and direction
•Japeth Njenga, Director Shangilia Mtoto Wa
Africa, for opening the doors to us and by doing that,
giving insight to how to bring the best out in us and the
children in Shangilia
•Sister Mary, Nyumbani Children’s Home, for the
invitation to create music with the children in Nyumbani
•Issac Kaguri Kavehere, Musician, for your generosity and providing a master class in traditional African
dance and music

•The children at Nyumbani and Shangilia
for their grace and love
Berklee College of Music:
•Suzanne Hanser, Music Therapy Department Chair
•Roger Lussier, Music Therapy Deptartment Administrative Assistant
•Dr. Eli Newberger, Trustee
•Roger Brown, Berklee College of Music President
•Lawrence Simpson, Senior Vice President of Academic Affairs
•Bob Myers, Associate Vice President, Institutional
Assessment
•John Eldert, Vice President of Administration and
Finance
•Debbie Bieri, David McKay, Marjorie O’Malley,
and Beverly Tryon, Institutional Advancement
•Tom Riley, Alan Bush, Adam Olenn, Brenda Pike,
Communications

Websites of Interest:
Musicians for World Harmony:
http://www.musiciansforworldharmony.org
Shangilia Mtoto Wa Africa:
http://www.shangilia.org
Nyumbani Children’s Home:
http://www.nyumbani.org
Music Therapy in Africa Blog:
http://musictherapyinafrica.wordpress.com
Samite Mulondo:
http://www.samite.com
Amanda Maestro-Scherer’s Berklee Student Profile,
featuring the Music Therapy in Africa Trip:
http://berklee.edu/profiles/maestro-scherer.html

•John Wagner, Owner, The Nairobi Java House, for
your extreme generosity in feeding our bodies as well as
our souls

Berklee Press on the Music Therapy in Africa Trip:
http://berklee.edu/news/2007/06/music_therapy.html

•The Sarova PanAfric Hotel Staff, for showing us true
African hospitality

Music Therapy in Africa Fundraising Page:
http://www.berklee.edu/departments/mt_africa.html

Editor and Layout Design Artist: Amanda Maestro-Scherer
Additional editing:
Jane Maestro-Scherer, Kathy Grossman, Brenda Stevens Ross & Karen Wacks
Photographs:
Samite Mulondo, Karen Wacks, Music Therapy Students and Shangilia & Nyumbani children
Samite Mulondo’s photograph: Sheryl Sinkow
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